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The conclusion of The Beautiful Whisper of the Goddess Saga follows Talliea and Arizira one month

after their separation. Both women must learn more about themselves and their connection if they

hope to reunite and survive the war between their peoples. The past becomes the present, old

secrets are brought to life, and the girls are joined by several unexpected allies.Can the prophecy of

Arizira's death be averted? What destiny lies ahead for Talliea? The war between the Esu and the

Arnira finally comes to a head. Only the Doira'Liim connection can unlock the past, secure the

present, and ensure the future.
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It's taken me quite some time to review although I read the second story some months ago. I

thought maybe time would help me come up with adequate words to describe how I felt but it seems

even after all this time I'm still as awestruck as I was when I first read it.I've been lucky enough to

have the privilege of being able to read some of the authors unpublished work previously so I knew

once she started the very first book that it would be nothing short of wonderful but as she's come to

prove to me it wasn't wonderful it was spell bindingly freaking amazingly out of this world fantastic.



She goes above and beyond in her story telling.This is a tale so amazing, so vivid, so full of

powerful emotion that I truly was spellbound. I was hooked from the very beginning to the end. The

perfect mixture of angst, mystery, love and intrigue. I truly appreciated the fact that this story told a

beautiful love story between two woman. It IMO was a vocal point of the story - that two woman - in

a time when it was maybe unheard of found love against all odds, I appreciated the raw honestly

and realistic story telling of love between two people. I felt every bit of emotion they felt, When they

cried so did I, when they hurt - I did too - when they were happy - I was overjoyed.I love reading but

I'm very selective about what I read and fantasy isn't something I like but I was a prisoner to this

book.I truly felt like I was on this magical journey with Arizira and Talliea - never in all my life has

such a love story captured me as this. Never have I ever been so captivated, so engrossed, so

attached to two characters.Words cannot do this story justice.It truly is an amazing piece of art and

the author has my utmost respect and praise - I doubt I'll ever read another story that will take me

on a journey like this did.Amazing, spellbinding, magnificent, fabulous - Once you pick it up you'll be

transported into a world that you'll have no choice but be a part of and you'll never want to

leave.Congratulations on such a beautiful beautiful story.Funky!

This story was awe inspiring. If this is the authorÃ¢Â€Â™s first work, I cannot wait to read her future

endeavors. I am a voracious reader and have read hundreds of books written by many authors --

so, when I read a book that leaves lingering images on my mind of the characters, I know that I

need to provide this author with a review and thank her for giving me the added spice to my passion

for reading.It is an amazing Saga about love, devotion and destiny. I find the authorÃ¢Â€Â™s words

incredible. I had to look up the definition for many of the words used in the story -- that was

fascinating to me because one of my passions is reading and when I learn something new in the

process itÃ¢Â€Â™s just icing on the cake! Wow! For an author to create such a complex story with

made up languages, cultures and people is beyond incredible. I am very glad I decided to read this

Saga and look forward to being on the lookout for this authorÃ¢Â€Â™s future work.

This is the second of 2 books in the saga of Arisira and Tahli. Both books combine to tell one very

interesting story of the power (literally) that the love between the two protagonists brings when 2

different tribes (races) believe the other to be a hated myth. I enjoyed the books immensely and it

was well worth the time to read it.My use of four stars instead of five is because I feel that the author

was in need of a good editor to advise her to reduce her words by about 25%. There were some

typos but I could look past them. I think that, like any good movie, there were scenes which could



have been left on the cutting room floor. I found myself skipping whole pages because I didn't feel

that there was a need to replay or reveal everything that someone was feeling. Some trust in the

reader to understand what is meant is important. All this being said - do read this book . The author

deserves it and shows much promise for future books. I look forward to reading her next work.

This book had some of the best-developed characters and culture I had read in quite some time.

The land they lived in and the rules they lived by were believeable and consistent. The development

of the personality in the characters made you feel like you really knew them as people, and

therefore I was much more invested in their stories, most particularly the main characters. The other

characters lacked a bit of development, but that might only be natural in a book where so much time

is spent developing the main characters, their relationhips with each other and their relationships

with those around them. I fell in love with the story quickly and read both books of the Saga straight

through in a couple days because they were so good.

Worth every cents :) i wrote a review about the first book and gave it a 4 stars due to several

inadequate qualities, but this book was free from those :D thanks you for written such an amazing

series.Everything felt so connected, similar to how puzzle pieces that fit to one another, this book is

exactly the same, once again there were no contradiction, the author didn't left a single event

unanswered and i love how realistic this book is, fantasy yes but it reflect humans' natures itself.

Arnira represent the green lush of earth and Esuval represent the destruction humans caused for

earth, it's a fantastic indirect comparison.

I have waited anxiously for this second book, and it does NOT disappoint!!! This wonderful story and

world should be an EPIC movie!!! I saw, felt, and lived these books while reading them! I cannot

even begin to give Ms. Orr enough praise for this wonderful saga! If you like to really experience the

story you are reading, these 2 books are the books for you! Thank you so very much, Ms. Orr, for

sharing your wonderful, legendary talent with us!!!

I fell in love with this book. The story is really good. I must have taken quite some time to imagine

that kind of world!! There are some wrong spelling or syntax, but, it is easy for me to overlook them,

as my first language is not English! I loved the characters,the atmosphere... everything!! Looking

forward to the sequel!
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